INTRODUCTION TO THE FINANCIAL MARKETS
WHY TRADE AND HOW MUCH COULD I EARN?
At any given moment from late Sunday night UK time when the markets open,
through to late Friday night when they close, the price of all tradable instruments
(currency pairs, stock indices etc.) will be generally doing one of two things; going
up or going down.
As long as there’s movement and price fluctuations within the market, there will
always be many successful trades available throughout the day.
SPECULATIVE TRADING – OVER 80% OF ALL PRICE MOVEMENT!
Less than 20% of all currency transactions are for the worldwide purchase of
goods and services between countries. The remainder, a staggering 80% is done
between commercial and retail traders for sheer speculation and profit gain.
This offers an opportunity for anyone, regardless of experience to regularly profit
from what is literally a two horse race; the price going up or down and you can profit
in either direction.
So as long as the markets aren’t totally flat with little volatility (very rare), there will
ALWAYS be opportunities to profit, which is as simple as being in the right
direction.
And regardless of your current work commitments, there will always be a time for
you to trade as the markets are open 24 hours a day, 5 days a week.
FINANCIAL MARKETS TRADING
If you are new to the financial markets, a brief rundown. These are multi trillion
pound/dollar a day markets that offer an opportunity to profit, very simply, from the
constant up and down movement of the price or 'index' of whatever it is you are
trading. We do this by using a simple, easy to learn time/price chart in conjunction
with reliable online brokers who connect us directly to the markets.

24 hours a day, 5 days a week, over 36 million traders (and rising) are constantly
speculating in the price of currencies, commodities and stocks etc.
Their trade entries and exits will be based on technical chart analysis and/or news
fundamentals that will cause price changes in the form of supply and demand
through trader sentiment.
NO OTHER BUSINESS HAS THE POTENTIAL TO BRING REAL AND SUBSTANTIAL
WEALTH TO THE AVERAGE PERSON FROM SUCH LOW INVESTMENTS
Our primary trading instruments (the things we trade) are major and popular
Currency Pairs within the Foreign Exchange market (Forex) and Stock Indices.
When we trade a currency pair, we are trading the ‘exchange rate’ of the primary
currency (first in sequence) against the secondary currency (second in sequence).
E.g. GBP/USD. The GBP (Great British Pound) is the primary currency, while the USD
(United States Dollar) is the secondary.
The first or primary currency equals 1 and the secondary currency equals the
amount of currency you would get for this. E.g. The current exchange rate for the
GBP/USD is 1.35, meaning that for every £1.00 you exchange, you receive $1 and
35 Cents ($1.35). Just like exchanging money for your holiday. Trading a stock
index, like the German DAX, you are trading the actual index which consists of and
is influenced by the performance of the top 30 German companies.

There are several hundred potential points available just from within the five
instruments we trade daily, with thousands more from the open market. However
it’s far more realistic and easier aiming for a lower minimum target of just 30 to 40
points per day and compounding the amount you trade per point using proper risk
management.
Typically, trades can last anywhere from just several minutes up to an hour or so
each depending on approach.
Part time traders can hit their daily targets anywhere from just a few minutes up to
2 hours per day (1 to 2 trades yielding 10 to 20 points in total), making this an
excellent way to earn a second income.
Full time traders can yield 20 to 40+ points from 1 to 3+ trades up to 4 hours per
day. Trading beyond 4 hours will simply yield more points from more trades beyond
our targets.
HOW TRADING HAS EVOLVED
The advent of the internet and software technology has brought about instant
online trading and execution at the click of a button through reliable online
brokers.
Money is made (and lost) by the simple up or down movement that constantly
occurs within the price of whatever it is we are trading.
To reiterate, to make a great deal of money, trading is as simple as choosing one
of just two directions - up or down. You’ve just got to be in the right direction.
SHORTER TERM ‘TRADING’ & LONGER TERM ‘INVESTING’
Trading can be divided into 2 categories, shorter term and longer term.
Typically, shorter term is where trades last between a couple of minutes to several
hours each. This is called ‘day trading’ as positions are liquidated usually within a
24 hour period or a preferred trading session.
Longer term is where trades last from several days to several weeks or months
and are akin more towards investing rather than quick in and out trading.

We trade in the shorter term and are therefore classed as ‘day traders.’ This keeps
our exposure to the market to an absolute minimum and allows us to bank profits
on a regular basis while limiting our risks.
Also, day trading virtually eliminates losses that investors can experience when
the markets drop suddenly. This was evident in the more recent crashes of 2008
and 2020 which saw drastic reductions in portfolio and fund sizes.
In fact, day traders can greatly profit from these drops by ‘shorting’ the
markets using precise technical analysis until they eventually recover. (See
below).
As a home based retail trader, I find it utterly amazing that I can sit in front of my
computer, wait for some numbers to rise or fall on a time/price chart, make a few
clicks and on the vast majority of occasions, have tax free profits immediately
deposited into my trading account. Wow, beats any other business that I have
ever come across!
WHY PRICES ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE MOVE
Simply because trending markets offer more price range and profit potential
than ranging or flat markets.
Large commercial traders or market movers will technically push the price in
whatever direction that profits them the most. Economic data announcements can
either bolster these trends or if the news is strong enough, the intraday trends can
be reversed.
Therefore the price of a currency pair, commodity or index will constantly
fluctuate up and down like a roller coaster as traders enter positions and
eventually take profits.
We have a double whammy though. Our entries can be either when the trend is
up, where we trade 'long' to profit as the price rises – or when the trend is down,
where we trade 'short' to profit as the price falls.
E.g. The Great British Pound (GBP) moves up 1 cent from 1.35 to 1.36 against
the United States Dollar (USD), meaning you will now get $1,36 cents for every
one pound exchanged. This actually equates to 100 points (or technically

speaking, pips) in Forex terms, as we trade just one hundredth of a cent. (1
point = 100th of a cent. 100 points = 1 cent).
As a trading example, you trade the GBP/USD for a gain of 25 points. (One quarter
of a cent). This could either be up where you would trade long, or down where you
would trade short. You traded £1 per point; therefore your profit is £25.00. At £10
per point your profit would be £250.00; at £100.00 per point your profit would be
£2,500.00 etc. The average daily movement of the GBP/USD is approximately 1
cent or 100 points.
STOP-LOSSES. SAFE TRADING WITH LIMITED RISK AT ALL TIMES
All our trades are protected by a ‘safety net’ called a stop-loss, which means you can
never lose more than a limited, fixed amount of just 3% of your account* if the
trade goes against you. This is your risk and investment in your trade. (*See
individual brokers for stop-loss criteria).
In this long (up) trade example below, the price dipped a couple of points below
the pre-set price level entry line (lime green) before rising. If the price had
continued to drop after entering, the lowest it could go would be the stop-loss level
(red line), where your broker would automatically liquidate your trade with a 15
point loss.
A short trade would simply see the levels reversed.

Also, this is a MAXIMUM amount and not a full up-front payment you are handing
over. If you suddenly feel your trade might not do well or you change your mind for
whatever reason, you do not have to wait for your stop-loss to be hit and can exit
at any time, sometimes literally without losing a single penny.
However, our gains can be unlimited as long as the market is continuing in our
direction! Also once a trade is underway, you are in full control and can get
out whenever you want.
Is this gambling then? No, it's trading. Unless you're an absolute gambling expert,
all gambles are out of your control. Gambling is like betting on a horse, one of say
10 in a race. What are your chances of winning? If all were pretty evenly matched, it
would be one in ten or a 10% chance – not very good.
Technical analysis and being aware of fundamentals gives us a far greater chance
of succeeding than any gambling approach ever will. However, the biggest
difference between gambling and trading is control. When you place a trade, you
have the choice to run with it or get out at absolutely any time.
With gambling; once you place your bet, your money is handed over and you’re in
it ‘till the very end. There’s no exiting and getting your money back if you feel your
horse isn’t doing well!
I am NOT a gambler. In fact, I wouldn’t even know how to fill in a betting slip and
I don’t play the lottery!
CONVENIENCE AND ACCESSABILITY
One of the main advantages of trading is that you can do this from home. For
many years I battled with long hours, traffic, weather and the sheer stress a normal
working day can bring.
Now I sit very comfortably with coffee at hand and ready to trade within 20 minutes
of rising. I listen to the local radio mentioning traffic queues here and there,
weather warnings or public transport delays and kind of feel sorry for those on their
way to work.

However don’t let this scenario detract you from the fact that this is a very serious
and proper business. Never treat this as a ‘dabble.’ If you don’t take it seriously,
even if learning just one or two hours per day, you will fail.
HOW MUCH MONEY CAN I EARN?
Ironically I do NOT teach people how to make money! I teach people how to gain
a minimum total of 30 net* points per day. This could be one trade with a net gain
of 30 points or three trades at 10 net points each (or any other combination).
(*The amount of points gained after the deduction of brokers fees, typically 1 to
2 points per trade).
The money you earn will greatly depend on how much you compound your trading
account, working on a strict ratio of £1 per point for every full £500 held in your
trading account. This is calculated using a 15 point stop-loss in any open trades
and equates to a 3% risk. (3% of £500 is £15 trading at £1 per point).
So starting with a £500 account, trading £1 per point and doubling this to £1,000
(Just over 3 weeks @ £30 per day or £150 per week) will enable you to trade £2
per point with the same 3% risk and so on. And this is WITHOUT using any form
of ‘leverage’ from your broker. (*Please check broker requirements for minimum
deposits due to new higher margin requirements.)
Do NOT be fooled by leverage! Leverage is a very dangerous thing to use,
especially for new traders. It may be able to ‘amplify’ potential gains but as the vast
majority of new traders without a proven strategy fail, your losses are amplified in
the same way and your account will be wiped far quicker. You have been warned!
Using the exact same ratio of £1 per point per full £500 and gaining 30 net points
per day will bring your account up to £5,000 in just under 50 trading days.* You
are now enabled to trade with £10 per point with the same 3% risk giving you £300
per day, £1,500 per week or £72,000 per year based on 48 trading weeks.
(*Without account withdrawals. Any account drawdown will slow the rate of
compound growth).
This is now getting quite serious money but what you must always remember and
understand is that your work dynamic, time, effort and risk is absolutely no

different trading £1 per point to trading £10 per point. As long as you have
compounded at £1 per point per £500 in your account, your 3% risk never changes!
Also you do NOT work any harder to gain £30 per day than you would gaining
£300 per day, as long as you’re hitting your minimum daily target of 30 net points.
Some people may be happy trading £10 per point. However I am fully aware of
retail traders who trade £50 per point, £100 per point and even £1,000 per point or
more and they do this using the exact same risk ratios.
The only difference is that they’ve compounded their trading accounts to enable
such amounts. Yes there may be ‘psychological’ challenges to trading larger
amounts but do they work harder for this? Of course not!
Also if you are trading through a ‘spread betting’ company in the UK, all gains are
tax free. This could automatically save you as much as 40% of your income when
you become a high rate tax payer. Check your local brokers for full trading criteria.
THE MAX DAY TRADING SYSTEM. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
Max Day Trading is a technical based strategy with fundamental considerations
that is designed to take advantage of the increased volume (movement) at the
major opening times of London and New York, where large commercial traders
start pumping many billions into the market.
There are three elements to the analysis. First and foremost is the trend
duration strength, second are the individual currency strengths within pairs,
giving us the trend momentum strength and third is the trend state.
THE $64,000 DOLLAR QUESTION
What if you could accurately predict which instruments would be flat, which
ones would move significantly and more importantly in what direction – before
these opening times??
THE SOFTWARE AND TECHNICAL ANALYSIS ARE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED
TO TAKE THE MAJORITY OF THE GUESSWORK OUT OF THE EQUATION
After many years of studying price behaviour and chart patterns etc., I realised I
had missed a very basic, logical and fundamental rule. A rule that was to

completely change my perception and approach to price trends forever, along
with increasing my win ratio from approximately 65% to well over 85% while very
much decreasing the complexities of approach and time I was spending.
Max Day Trading offers a totally unique strategy that I call ‘The Domino Effect’
which is based purely on what is widely stated as the king of all movement – price
action.
Using multiple timeframe analysis, the process involves quickly analysing and
matching instruments with a unique sequence of criteria to identify which ones
offer the maximum flow within a trend from specific trading times.
In a nutshell, you apply a simple technical analysis formula that identifies and
separates the safest pairs with the highest possible probability of a successful trade
by looking at trend duration, balances, state, levels, time, range and patterns to
give us the path of least resistance.
The conclusions are given in the form of a trend duration strength category rating
for each individual instrument, along with individual currency strength balances
and warning flags that may help or hinder a trade.
This may sound complicated but the sequence is quite straightforward once you
get the hang of it, taking less than ninety seconds per instrument to conclude.
From these, we select only the ones with the best criteria to maximise our chances
of a successful trade in either the long or short direction and which ones to avoid.
The bottom line for me is what the market, or a specific currency pair or stock index
is going to do within the next 2 to 3 hours. And that is it. ABSOLUTELY NOTHING
ELSE MATTERS! The Max Day Trading Domino Effect approach gives you exactly
this and a whole lot more.
The strategy goes one further. Not only do we establish the intraday trend, we also
establish the intra session trend (encompassing London, New York & Asia) as
fundamentals and certain technicals can change the trend from session to session.
Long or short there is always a stronger, safer direction to trade in. This makes for
reliable, predictable and profitable trading as we NEVER trade against the
established intraday/session trend. The Max Day Trading Domino Effect approach
tells you precisely the strongest and safest direction to trade in as there is
nothing more accurate in predicting intraday and intra-session trends and
reversals.

A LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE IF YOU’RE PREPARED TO GO THE DISTANCE
The financial markets have made vastly more wealth and given financial
independence to the average individual than any other business in
existence.
Countless thousands of people from very ordinary walks of life have gone on to
amass life changing fortunes that have surpassed major lottery wins, which
have given them two of the most precious elements in life today – time and
freedom.
The time to do what you want and the freedom of not having your life controlled
and dictated to by the lack of money or being ruled by a 9 to 5 job, shift work,
overtime or having to take orders from your boss.
There are also the many new social doors that can be opened as a successful trader;
meeting fellow traders or just getting involved more in community and charitable
fundraising events. I have made lots of good friends by becoming a trader, which
has given me a huge sense of belonging and the satisfaction of making a difference.
However there is a cost to all of this. Not so much a financial cost but a time and
effort cost.
I’m sorry to inform you but in my 14 years’ trading experience, there is only ONE
way to consistently profit from the financial markets - and that’s by learning a
proven and successful technical analysis strategy and placing your own trades.
Believe me if there was a simpler and quicker way to be consistently profitable, I
would have found it!

If you are one of the countless thousands of newer traders who have been ripped
off with signals, managed accounts or crypto currency contract ‘investments’ etc., I
can only apologise on behalf of the deplorables who took your hard earned money.
It’s highly annoying that hundreds of these ‘service providers’ are themselves raking
in fortunes from preying on peoples’ dreams and ambitions. Please don’t let this
deter you from the possibilities that proper trading can bring.

Unfortunately the above picture is typical. If you don’t stand out from the crowd,
how do you expect to earn substantially more than the crowd?
This is why I only ever trade something I can predict. Commercial market movers,
the likes of banks, hedge and pension funds etc. only trade major and popular
currencies in large volumes and it is this that makes trading these pairs easy as they
follow regular and predictable patterns that have been ingrained in their analysis
over countless decades.

WHAT OTHER TRADING METHODS ARE ON OFFER THAT WON’T GIVE YOU
ANY KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THE MARKETS WORK?
The most common are; signals, expert advisors (EA’s, auto trading software),
managed accounts, 50/50 profit sharing or worse still, bitcoin or ‘pyramid
selling’ blockchain smart contracts. The majority of these services are ILLEGAL
in most countries and bitcoin promotions using celebrities are fake.
Signals and EA’s use very basic technical analysis and huge stop-losses to give the
appearance of being successful but negative equity trades are highly common.
Also with signals, entry levels are very time sensitive. If you are not there at the
exact moment, the actual entry level may be many points away and long gone.
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have massive and highly unpredictable price
volatility and brokers’ spreads are huge too. A slight move in the wrong direction
and your account is completely gone. This is due to the lack of commercial market
movers trading these instruments owing to the great responsibility they have to
their hedge and pension fund clients. This results in a lack of predictable patterns
they usually cause, making trends hard to establish.
I have monitored and thoroughly studied these opportunities and have seen
peoples’ accounts being drained very, very quickly by highly questionable
recommendations. Why should you expect to invest $£500 and then expect to get
$£1,000’s back within a short period of time without any work, effort or specific
details of HOW they generate such huge (supposed) profits? Too good to be
true??
THE OUTCOME
The above alternatives will only leave you financially and morally drained with
bitterness towards the markets. People who consider these methods are either very
easily convinced or just plain lazy. It astounds me that the vast majority have little
or no basic knowledge or understanding of the simple, though highly essential
Metatrader charting platform and yet call themselves ‘traders?!’ If you want to
succeed in this industry, you have to be prepared to learn a proper strategy and
learning takes time. There are absolutely no shortcuts.

THE MAX DAY TRADING WAY!
The Domino Effect and related technical analysis will give you the very best
chance of success in the shortest possible time within this industry by offering a

clear and easy to understand method of calculating and predicting intraday
trends and reversals while offering unique trade entry techniques.
With Max Day Trading, I don’t just tell you how many points were gained from our
instruments, I clearly show and prove these points on actual charts, showing
optimum time/trend entries in my free Dom Proof Telegram Group – Forex Trading
Results.
THE DOMINO EFFECT STRATEGY
The Max Day Trading strategy is a simple and easy to learn technical based system
that has eliminated the vast majority of complicated chart indicators and options.
We simply trade the exchange rate of popular currency pairs, profiting by either
trading ‘long’ to profit as the price rises, OR trading ‘short’ to profit as the price falls.
You’ve just got to be in the right direction!
The Domino Effect was specifically designed to ‘make sense’ of what firstly appears
to be manic and chaos within price movements of the mainstream currency pairs.
By default, the system very accurately predicts the strongest long or short intraday
trends of the major and popular currency pairs and most stock indices that it’s
applied to. This is because of the £4 trillion plus that commercial market movers’
pump into the markets every day, causing regular and predictable patterns that are
easy to follow.
Think of the majors as a large ocean. The sheer volume of water (money) in a huge
area is influenced by the large market moving traders (the moon), causing a regular
ebb and flow of the tides on our beaches and fairly stable conditions for boats and
other shipping to sail in. Spreads range from under 1 point to a maximum of 3
points (pips) under normal trading circumstances.
On the flip side, trading non-mainstream instruments the likes of cryptocurrencies,
Bitcoin or other obscure currency pairs (United States Dollar -v- Mexican Peso,
USD/MXN) is similar to a small but raging river. The volume of water (money) in a
greatly reduced area is influenced by the far smaller traders (heavy rain, mudslides
and melting snow etc.) causing dangerous and unpredictable conditions, burst
banks, overturned boats and flooded properties. Spreads range from 50 to 150
points which are deducted before you even start. Make no mistake, THAT’s the
difference. What would you rather sail in?

ELEMENT #1: THE DOMINO EFFECT

IDENTIFYING THE TREND DURATION STRENGTH
THROUGH MULTIPLE TIMEFRAME ANALYSIS
To briefly reiterate, the revolutionary Domino Effect is the first, foremost and
'heart' of the Max Day Trading strategy, as described above.
The trend duration strength 'rating' is derived from my own unique 'Domino'
trading channel, allowing you to accurately identify the overall trend strength and
direction of individual pairs for the up-and-coming trading session.
These conclusions can then be recalculated by doing additional technical analysis
to cover the 4 separate and specific time zones within the 3 trading sessions
encompassing the UK, New York and the various Asia sessions throughout the 24
hour trading day. Element #1 is exclusively available by joining our VIP Telegram
Group or through our coaching mentorships. See below for further details and
registration.

ELEMENT #2: ICS BALANCES

IDENTIFYING THE TREND MOMENTUM STRENGTH THROUGH
INDIVIDUAL CURRENCY STRENGTH INDEXES
The Individual Currency Strength Balance (ICS Balance) is a unique, powerful and
exclusive 'never seen before' strategy that shows you the trend momentum strength
within our Domino duration strength ratings to further bolster our technical Domino
conclusions. This is done by assessing individual currency strengths within pairs
using my unique 'in house' indexes covering all the currency pairs we trade.
The ideal scenario is having a strong currency and a weak currency within a pair, as
this configuration causes the strongest and most relentless trends. This allows you
to identify and choose the pairs with the best divergence (opposites of strength)
to help maximise point gains per trade.
Element #2 is available NOW as a complementary PDF Manual. See our
'3elements' web link below for download details.
https://www.maxdaytrading.com/3elements/

ELEMENT #3: WARNING FLAGS

IDENTIFYING THE TREND STATE THROUGH WARNING FLAGS

This third exclusive element goes to further enhance the conclusions of the
Domino strength categories and ICS Balances.
Under certain circumstances, an apparent strong trend duration (Dom Cat 3 or
above) can suddenly 'flip' and countertrend against our technical Dom conclusions.
This is usually only temporary until the circumstances that created them correct
themselves
Therefore being able to identify these scenarios before we trade gives us warning
flags which act as additional filters. Some flags can indicate caution within a strong
long or short trend, while others will indicate additional strength.
Element #3 is only available by joining our Silver or VIP Telegram groups (see
below) or our Starter, Intermediate or Advances mentorship training courses.

For those who would like an immediate start, see the registration of our superb and
exclusive training mentorships that we call ‘THE MAX’. All three Mentorship
Packages offer more in-depth PDF manuals and come with live coaching with the
founder of Max Day Trading, Ian McArthur.
Accelerate your learning with 'The Max' coaching packages. Click below for further
details on all Mentorship Packages we offer.

We Are Live Every Day On Telegram!

Want to find out more first? See the outstanding accuracy in our FREE 'Before &
After' Telegram Group - Forex Trading Results or try out our Silver & VIP Telegram
memberships from just £3.99 per month with no minimum contract.
If you don’t already have this superb, safe and highly secure app, download from
Android Play Store, Apple App Store or use the link below to also obtain the
desktop version and join us every weekday to see our amazing results at ZERO cost
and NO personal information required!

If you already have Telegram

If you don’t have this app yet get it directly from their website using the link below

JOIN TODAY!
To start learning the full Max Day Trading system without our mentorships, join our
VIP Telegram Group for the special introductory price of just £15 GBP per month
with NO minimum contract.
You will also receive Element #1: The Domino Effect and Element #3: Trend State &
Warning Flags (if not already obtained from Silver membership). Along with
Element #2: ICS Balances, this fully completes the 3 Elements of the unique and
highly accurate ‘Domino Effect’ intraday trading strategy

OUR TELEGRAM VIP TRADING GROUP. WHAT EXACTLY IS IT?
We like to see ourselves as a family of like-minded people that you can turn to for
help and support with all your trading ambitions. Earning money from the markets is
always exciting and rewarding but trading can also be a very solitary profession.
Belonging to our community goes to lighten the day and gives you an opportunity
to share your views and give input in today’s manic and wonderful trading world.

The ‘heart’ of Max Day Trading where you can see and interact with new and
experienced traders from UK 6am to 12pm every trading day.
Be informed of the strongest trends from the unique and highly accurate Max Day
Trading Domino Effect strategy.
See clear and precise screenshots of completed trades; giving entries and points
gained.
Individual currency strength indexes covering each pair we trade are posted daily
before the 7am UK open AND the 7am US open (12pm UK) including updates. We
use this highly invaluable and unique ‘in house’ strategy (ICS Balance) to confirm the
strength of momentum within our Dom conclusions to help maximise our profit
gains.
Observe strategies that are currently averaging over 500 points per day from the
UK morning session alone, with a minimum target of just 30!
Trading room open Monday to Friday mornings for greetings and basic comments
from UK 6am, with viewing available 24/7/365 where you can catch up on all the
latest posts, conclusions of the day, points gained and above all – LEARN!
Live open discussion hosted by Ian McArthur every trading day covering trades,
analysis and current events etc.

Fortnightly posts of sections of the business manual that accompanies our Max
Day Trading Domino Effect coaching packages, covering; technical analysis,
fundamentals, charts, trading sessions, preparation, price levels, demo -v- live
trading, account growth and protection and much more.
And of course the 3rd instalment, Element #1 ‘The Domino Effect’ that makes up
the full Max Day Trading strategy, along with custom indicators and instructions
for duplication of our charts on your MT4 trading platform.

YES! The 6am and 12pm screenshots that are paired up at the end of the London
morning session in our free Telegram Group Forex Trading Results will be posted
separately. This effectively gives you the highly accurate Dom technical analysis
conclusions for all of our instruments before 7am every single day.
Even if you haven’t yet learned the Domino Effect strategy, this should greatly help
you with your current trading approach, giving you the best and safest trends to
trade in.

Join today and we’ll include a vital PDF section of the highly acclaimed Max Day
Trading business manual;

VIP9: Identifying Basic Trade Entries & Exits
What better way to get you started than with proven trade entry techniques and
realistic profit targets that are used every day by our traders in the VIP group. This
will to help maximise your point gains and income potential.

JUST £15 PER MONTH WITH NO MINIMUM CONTRACT!

IF YOU FEEL OUR VIP CHANNEL MAYBE A LITTLE TOO MUCH AT THE MOMENT,
CHECK OUT OUR SILVER MEMBERSHIP BELOW!
Our VIP channel offers superb value for money with element #1, chart
indicators, additional PDF’s and live chat etc. A ‘must’ for the serious trader.
However if you feel you want to find out more without taking the plunge, then
try our Silver Telegram membership for just £3.99 per month with no minimum
contract!

SILVER MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
An Ideal Introduction To Show You The
HUGE Potential Of Max Day Trading!

Enhance your own strategy or see how Max Day Trading could take your
knowledge of the financial markets to new heights, giving you the very best
chance of gaining substantial wealth and life changing success.
Get our early analysis as above with the UK 6am Dom Proofs from our ‘Forex
Trading Results’ Telegram Group being posted before 7am. This gives you the
highly accurate Domino Effect technical analysis conclusions for all our
instruments before the 7am UK open.
Currency strength indexes for the GBP, JPY, AUD, USD & EUR will be posted
Monday to Friday before the 7am UK open AND the 7am US open (12pm UK)
as above. See our free ICS Balances PDF on how to use this invaluable strategy
to literally skyrocket your income, no matter what intraday trading method you
are using!
MT4 chart examples of completed trades from our VIP Premium Group will
be posted daily giving entries and points achieved.
And of course Element #3: Trend State & Warning Flags PDF training manual.

Upgrade to our VIP Channel at any time!

JUST £3.99 PER MONTH WITH NO MINIMUM CONTRACT!

Also, to help accelerate your learning in the light of the current world crisis,
don’t forget to download our other complimentary PDF;
Element #2:

ICS Balances

DOWNLOAD AT

maxdaytrading.com/3elements/
And start your journey TODAY!

Risk Disclaimer
Trading the financial markets on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance is
not indicative of future results. The high degree of leverage can work against you as well as for you. Before deciding to invest in
financial markets trading you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. The
possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of your initial investment and therefore you should not invest money
that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the risks associated with financial markets trading, and seek advice
from an independent financial advisor if you have
The purpose of this website, company, products, coaching and the educational services and information provided through
and
delivered via our blog, website, PDF manuals, Telegram Channels, products, programs and services is for educational
and
informational purposes only and is made available to you as self-educational materials and tools for your own use.
All
materials and information are to educate only. We do not offer any form of personal financial investment
advice.

